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Abstract

Visual event perception tasks such as action localization have primarily focused on supervised learning settings under a static observer, i.e., the camera is static and cannot be controlled by an algorithm. They are often restricted by the quality, quantity, and diversity of annotated training data and do not often generalize to out-of-domain samples. In this work, we tackle the problem of active action localization where the goal is to localize an action while controlling the geometric and physical parameters of an active camera to keep the action in the field of view without training data. We formulate an energy-based mechanism that combines predictive learning and reactive control to perform active action localization without rewards, which can be sparse or non-existent in real-world environments. We perform extensive experiments in both simulated and real-world environments on two tasks - active object tracking and active action localization. We demonstrate that the proposed approach can generalize to different tasks and environments in a streaming fashion, without explicit rewards or training. We show that the proposed approach outperforms unsupervised baselines and obtains competitive performance compared to those trained with reinforcement learning.

1. Introduction

Advances in visual event understanding tasks such as action recognition, segmentation, and localization have largely been driven by the assumption that the observer is passive i.e., the algorithm or agent cannot manipulate the geometric and physical parameters of the sensors such as fixation and self-motion. This severely restricts the ability of the observer to view, understand and respond to the events in the scene to improve the quality of the eventual perceptual results such as recognition or localization. For example, consider the scenario in Figure 1, where an actor (or object) of interest is being observed and moves out of the field of view of the observer. A passive agent cannot re-position itself to continue to observe the action to understand the event and must wait for the actor to return within its field of view. An active vision system, on the other hand, can re-orient itself by controlling the geometric and physical parameters of the camera and continue to observe the event. Similarly, an active vision system can overcome such challenges when faced with occlusions to perform its underlying task without constraints. Note that active vision is different from active sensing, where the sensor probes its environment with self-generated energy.

Inspired by cognitive theories of perception [25, 26, 51], we formulate an energy-based framework based on the idea of surprise modeling and reactive control. Spatial-temporal surprise has shown to be an underlying factor in both attention [2, 25] and event perception [3, 51] while reactive control [12, 14] has been argued to be essential in real-time control of mobile, active vision systems. We leverage these characteristics to formulate and implement an unsu-
pversoned, energy-based framework to localize generic actions (i.e., not constrained to a domain, actor-type, or action semantics) in an environment using spatial-temporal surprise and actively control the geometric parameters of the camera using reactive control without any rewards or training needs. Our perception framework continuously observes, predicts, and learns spatial-temporal attention maps to locate the action of interest, while the reactive control model uses this to re-orient itself to keep the action in its field of view to overcome occlusion, fast movement, and observational noise. Our framework works in a reactive, streaming manner and works in real-time to localize, track, and build robust representations of the scene.

In this work, we tackle the problem of active action localization through self-supervision in real-world scenarios. Specifically, we look at action localization, where the goal is to identify and localize an action of interest in a given scene. Traditional approaches to action localization [5, 20, 48] have focused mainly on spatial-temporal localization in static camera settings, where the goal is to localize actions within the camera’s fixed field of view (FOV). We consider the scenario where the algorithm has access to the camera’s geometric and physical parameters and can manipulate the camera to focus on the action of interest as it moves within and out of its field of view. While tremendous progress has been made in embodied visual agents [16, 38], it has primarily been driven by simulation environments [32, 41, 42] where the reward is easily measured and the agent is the major active entity. In real-world tasks, such rewards can be very sparse or even non-existent and hence requires a flexible, reactive framework to adapt to function in environments with evolving scenarios and actors.

Contributions: The contributions of our approach are three-fold: (i) we are among the first to tackle active action localization in streaming videos without the need for extensive training or simulation environments with hard-wired rewards functions, (ii) we show that predictive learning can be combined with reactive control systems to perform self-supervised active action localization, and (iii) we show that the approach can generalize to both synthetic and real-world environments without training and demonstrate its efficiency on two challenging tasks in active object tracking and active generic action localization.

2. Related Work

Active vision systems for action understanding have been an understudied problem in computer vision literature, primarily due to the complexity of active control and nature of actions. Common approaches to active vision systems for actions [6, 13, 18] impose conditions on the color and shapes of objects that can be actively tracked. Daniilidis et al. [15] impose conditions on the motion of the scene by restricting the environment to the motion of a single object in the field of view as a cue with a stationary background. Wilkes et al. [49] use a single camera on the robotic arm to move to a viewpoint chosen based on three non-collinear feature points of an object. Dickinson et al.[19] reconstructs the surrounding environment of a robot by using a recognition pipeline and a "Planner" pipeline. The recognition pipeline recognizes the object around it, and the planner moves the camera head in the direction for a better view.

Control-based approaches [39, 46] use image-based features to extract object pose and relative camera poses to orient the camera towards the actor of interest. Advances in realistic simulation environments [32, 41, 42] have enabled the use of reinforcement learning agents [28, 33, 34, 36, 47] for building active vision systems for more complex actions, objects and environments. Wenhan et al. [36] achieved success in active tracking using a CNN-LSTM architecture. Huang et al. [28] use videos containing only one subject and imitates the actions of a professional cameraman in a supervised setting. Kyrkou et al. [33] proposes to estimate the motion displacement of the camera and the number of targets in the image using regression tasks. Wang et al. [47] use RNNs to account for unobserved frames for camera selection. Jing et al. [34] use multiple cameras for active tracking, with vision-based and pose-based controllers.

Action localization has been a widely studied area of research, primarily tackled through supervised learning [22, 27, 30, 44, 45]. For localization in streaming videos, predictive learning[4, 5] has been used in self-supervised action localization by constructing attention-based feature representation. Xie et al. [50] propose the use of multiple correlations filter (CF) models, controlled using a multiplexer trained with reinforcement learning. Wang et al.[48] leverage 3D skeleton sequences by tracking the human joints to recognize actions. Duarte et al. [20] use a 3D capsule network in videos to do pixel-wise action segmentation.

3. Active Generic Action Localization

Problem Setup. Consider a scene or environment $E_t$ observed at time $t$ by an active camera $c$. The camera observes the scene in a streaming fashion, i.e., the frames are received sequentially, and as such, it has no access to any future states or observations of the scene. The goal is to observe the scene localize the dominant action $a_1 \in a_n$, as observed by the camera $c$, and manipulate the camera position to ensure that the actor is within the camera’s field of view. The key challenge is to ignore clutter and identify the object of interest (i.e., the actor) without any supervision while modeling the relational dynamics of the scene to enable active camera control. We aim to construct a unified, self-supervised framework based on the idea of predictive learning for self-supervised active action localization.
3.1. Overview

We formulate our framework around the idea of error minimization using predictive learning. The overall approach is illustrated in Figure 2. We aim to minimize two different errors - the predictive error from modeling the spatial-temporal dynamics and a reactive error due to camera orientation. The key idea is to locate the action of interest, i.e., the actor through perceptual predictive learning and maintains the object within the field of view by minimizing the error between the location of the action and the camera center through reactive error. The overall learning objective then becomes the minimization of the error-driven camera motion and background noise. Note that this is different from both [4] (which uses a first order hold) and [5] that unlike [4, 5] we do not use object detection due to the overhead induced. Instead, we use the output of the fourth convolutional block ($f_{t+1}^S$) as the spatial feature representation of the observed scene at time $t$. Second, we model the spatial-temporal dynamics of the scene using a stack of LSTM [24] networks and construct an internal representation $E_t$ of the observed event. We use an attention mechanism [9] $\alpha_t^S$ to weight spatially relevant features that can help in anticipating areas of interest in subsequent time steps. Formally, we define the perceptual prediction model as a prediction function that maximizes the probability of observing the future spatial feature $f_{t+1}^S$ conditioned on the current observed features $f_t^S$, an internal representation $E_t$, an attention function $\alpha_t$, and a set of learnable weights $\theta$.

We minimize the prediction error given by

$$E(y) = -\ln p(E_t|\theta, E_t, c) + ||q(a) - c(a)||^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $E_t$ is the observed scene, $E_t$ is an internal representation of the observed action $(a)$, $c$ is the active camera orientation and $q(a)$ is the actual location of the perceived action and $c(a)$ is the observed location of the action as observed by the active camera; $\theta$ represents the learnable parameters of the proposed framework. Since computing the likelihood of observing the current scene can be intractable, we model the first term as the minimization of surprise encountered by the underlying sensory (perception) modules (Section 3.2). Higher prediction errors indicate lower probability of observing the scene and hence minimizing the prediction errors allow us to capture the probability of observing the scene in a more tractable manner. The second term is the divergence between the actual position of the action and the state inferred by the internal states of the system (Section 3.3). A stable state is reached when this energy is minimal, i.e., the inferred actor location approximates the actual, observed location (second term), and the perceptual surprise is minimal (first term). The system adapts to the changes in the observed data to maintain a stable state by minimizing the overall error-driven energy.

3.2. Perceptual Prediction

The first step in our framework is to identify an action of interest and localize it spatially. Inspired by cognitive theories of event perception [25, 51], we follow prior work [3, 4, 5], and use the idea of predictive learning for generic action localization. We begin with global, scene-level feature extraction using a convolutional neural network. Note that unlike [4, 5] we do not use object detection due to the overhead induced. Instead, we use the output of the fourth convolutional block ($f_t^S$) as the spatial feature representation of the observed scene at time $t$. Second, we model the spatial-temporal dynamics of the scene using a stack of LSTM [24] networks and construct an internal representation $E_t$ of the observed event. We use an attention mechanism [9] $\alpha_t^S$ to weight spatially relevant features that can help in anticipating areas of interest in subsequent time steps. Formally, we define the perceptual prediction model as a prediction function that maximizes the probability of observing the future spatial feature $f_{t+1}^S$ conditioned on the current observed features $f_t^S$, an internal representation $E_t$, an attention function $\alpha_t$, and a set of learnable weights $\theta$.

We minimize the prediction error given by

$$\mathcal{L}_{global} = \|f_{t+1}^S - f_t^S\|_2 \odot \sigma(f_{t+1}^S - f_t^S)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\sigma(\cdot)$ is the sigmoid activation function to scale the motion between 0 and 1. This forces the network to suppress spurious motion patterns that can arise due to slight camera motion and background noise. Note that this is different from both [4] (which uses a first order hold) and [5]
(which uses the L2-norm between the predicted and observed features at time $t + 1$) to weight the prediction error. We use the prediction errors and construct a spatial-temporal error map given by

$$\hat{e}_t = \frac{\exp(e_{ij})}{\sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \exp(e_{mn})},$$

where $e_{ij}$ refers to the prediction error at location $(i, j)$ of $L_{global}$. We use $\hat{e}_t$ for localizing the actions of interest since it accounts for the quality of predictions (i.e., surprise minimization) and the relative spatial alignment of the prediction errors. The location with the maximum prediction error is considered to be the location of the dominant action.

### Prediction-guided Attention Feedback

In addition to the prediction loss objective defined in Equation 2, we also allow for a feedback error from the action localization cue $\hat{a}_t$ to guide the spatial attention ($a_{t+1}$) at time $t + 1$. We force the attention mechanism to align with the previous error-based attention by minimizing the error function given by

$$L_{attn} = \Vert \alpha_t - \hat{a}_{t-1} \Vert_2 + \Vert \alpha_t \circ f^S_t - \hat{a}_{t-1} \circ f^S_{t-1} \Vert_2$$

(3)

where the first term forces the attention at time $t$ to match the spatial-temporal prediction error map from the previous time step and the second term forces the attention-weighted features from $t - 1$ to match the observed features at $t$. We find that this additional loss function enforces temporal consistency in spatial-error prediction and hence allows for a more coherent localization, especially under an active vision setup. Hence the overall training objective is a combination of global prediction error $L_{global}$ and the attention-based feedback loss $L_{attn}$. Empirically, in Section 4.3, we find that these two losses improve the performance for both active object tracking and active action localization tasks.

Note that our approach is not explicitly trained for active localization using rewards or annotations, the perceptual prediction model continuously predicts, compares and attends to the action of interest in the scene. To help adapt to the changing scene dynamics, the CNN encoder and the prediction stack are constantly updated at every time instant $t$. This constant update allows the model to adapt to changes in the motion of the agent, the object of interest and the environment to provide cues for the active camera control.

### 3.3. Active Control with Reactive Modeling

The final step in our active vision framework is the continual control of the embodied agent equipped with the camera. We use a reactive control formulation to adjust the camera orientation by minimizing the distance ($e_{ctrl}(t)$) between the action location $q_t(a)$ and the current camera position $c_t(a)$ at any time instance. We use the term reactive control since the behavior of the active camera is based on events formulated based on the spatial-temporal prediction error map $\hat{a}_t$ and not discriminative or anticipatory. Formally, we represent the camera control mechanism as an energy minimization term given by

$$c_{t+1} = \lambda_p e_{ctrl}(t) + \lambda_d \frac{dc_{ctrl}}{dt}$$

(4)

where $e_{ctrl}$ is the distance between the ideal camera position and the current position. The first term refers to the action taken by the active camera to account for prediction errors and re-align itself to track the action of interest. In contrast, the second term is used as “anticipatory control” to reduce the effect of the position error by choosing an action influence generated by the rate of change of the error. This energy term is inspired by the idea of PID controllers in control systems [7]. Since we do not explicitly train for control, we define these distances as a relative angular distance such that the ideal position $q_t(a)$ is the action location derived from $\hat{a}_t$ and the current position ($c_t(a)$) is the center of the camera’s field of view. This formulation allows us to negate the need for training data and tightly couple perception and action spaces. The reactive control system continuously considers the prediction-based error map and the current camera position to ensure that the actor of interest is always within the camera’s field of view, ideally at the center. In our experiments, we keep $\lambda_p = 1$ and $\lambda_d = 0.1$ and use the same formulation for all baselines.

### 4. Experimental Evaluation

**Implementation Details.** We use VGG-16 [43] (VGG-16) pre-trained on ImageNet [17] as our CNN encoder to extract scene-level representations. The input to the encoder is of size $224 \times 224$. The scene representation $f^S_t$ and hence the prediction error map $\alpha_t$ have a spatial dimension of $14 \times 14$. We use three LSTMs in the prediction stack, with each successive LSTM using the output of the LSTM at the lower level. The number of hidden units in the LSTM prediction stack is set to 512. The learning rate was set to $1 \times 10^{-6}$ and adaptive learning [3] was used to prevent overfitting. The evaluation was done on a server with an 32-core AMD Epyc CPU and an NVIDIA Titan RTX.

**Evaluation Overview.** To evaluate our framework, we perform experiments on two tasks. First, we evaluate on the active object tracking benchmark, where the goal is to control an embodied agent with a static camera and track a moving object. In the second task, we construct a real-world benchmark evaluated on a physical robot arm equipped with a camera. The robot will be presented with a scene, and the goal is to track and localize the dominant action in the scene. Combined, the two experiments provide a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed framework to perform active action localization under varying levels of difficulty across simulated and real-world environments.
4.1. Active Tracking

First, we evaluate the framework on the active object tracking task. We follow prior work [53] and use a high-fidelity simulator to build 3D environments to simulate real-world active tracking scenarios. The environments simulate a photo-realistic world using the Unreal Engine, which is interfaced with UnrealCV [37] and OpenAI Gym [11] using a wrapper function [52]. We use the same simulation environments as AD-VAT+ [53] for fair comparison.

Metrics. The tracking quality metric $\gamma_t$ is used to measure the relative position error based on a polar coordinate system, where the tracker is at the origin $(0, 0)$. We follow prior work [53] and define the tracking quality $\gamma_t$ as

$$
\gamma_t = 1 - \lambda \frac{\rho_1 - \rho_2}{\rho_{max}} - \lambda \frac{\theta_1 - \theta_2}{\theta_{max}}
$$

where $(\rho_1, \theta_1)$ and $(\rho_2, \theta_2)$ are the current position of the tracker and the ideal position of the tracker, respectively; $\rho$ is the distance to the tracker; $\theta$ is the relative angle to the front of the tracker. $\rho_{max}$ is the maximum observable distance (250, in our case) to the tracker, and $\theta_{max}$ is the maximum view angle (the Field of View (FoV)) of the camera model (90° in our case). We bound $\gamma_t$ to be between $[-1, 1]$ to avoid over-punishment when the object is far away from the expected position. This formulation allows us to evaluate the quality of tracking since the metric in Equation 5 is equivalent to precision in conventional tracking since it penalizes both location and orientation to account for navigation. Smaller numbers indicate that the tracker is performing rather poorly, and the tracking “episode” is terminated when the tracker loses the target (i.e., $\gamma_t = -1$) for an extended period of time. Hence, the duration of tracking (i.e., the episode length) is akin to the recall metric used in conventional tracking literature. We terminate an episode when the maximum number of tracking steps (500) is reached or if the tracker loses the target for ten consecutive timesteps.

Baselines. We evaluate our framework on three different environments (SnowVillage, DuelingRoom, UrbanCity) and compare it to three fully supervised, reinforcement learning-based baselines: (i) AD-VAT+ [53], an RL-based tracker trained together with a learned target in an adversarial framework, (ii) RandomTarget-RL, an RL-based tracker trained with a target whose actions are randomly sampled and (iii) SmartTarget-RL, an RL-based tracker trained with a navigator-like target, which plans the shortest path to a pre-defined goal. To randomize the trajectories, the goal coordinate and the initial coordinate are randomly sampled. Note that all three baselines are specialized models trained specifically for active tracking, while ours is a generic, event-based reactive framework. We also establish an unsupervised baseline based on a simulated active tracker based on traditional, long-term trackers such as TLD [31], MOSSE [10] and MIL [8]. We take the tracker’s output and use a PID controller to move the embodied agent to keep the tracked object at the center of the field of view.

Quantitative Results. We summarize our results in Table 1. As can be seen, we perform competitively with more sophisticated, reinforcement learning-based active object tracking frameworks that are explicitly designed and trained for this task and domain. We find that our approach consistently has comparable recall to RL-based models across all environments, including the highly challenging ParkingLot and SnowVillage environments. The precision is somewhat lower, which is attributed to the distance constraint ($\rho_{max}$ in the first term Equation 5). RL baselines use this information in the reward function to learn specific behaviors to follow the actor at a distance of 250. On relaxing it to a binary option given by $\rho = \begin{cases} 1, & \frac{\rho_{min} - \rho}{\rho_{max}} \leq 1 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$, we find that the precision increases. This result indicates that our approach can keep the object in the field of view for a longer amount of time. Additionally, it should be noted that the AD-VAT+ and SmartTarget-RL baselines take at least 20,000 iterations to match our performance, while the RandomTarget-RL takes around 80,000 iterations. Our approach, on the other hand, is not explicitly trained for this task and does not require rewards for learning.

We also compare it to another generic, unsupervised baseline with a simulated active TLD tracker. As can be seen, we significantly outperform generic, unsupervised trackers. Qualitatively, we find that the TLD tracker-based
active agent fails to recover from sharp, rapid movements from the target. For example, when the target makes a sharp turn away from its current trajectory, the tracker fails to account for the change and does not adjust well. The tracker then quickly loses sight of the target and terminates. This effect is more pronounced under the SnowVillage and ParkingLot environments, where the background and the target can be heavily affected by occlusion.

On the other hand, the predictive learning-based approach can quickly recover from any such lapses and regain focus to continue tracking. We attribute this to the actor-specific prediction (from Section 3.2), which forces the framework to predict the areas of high motion (mostly belonging to the action/actor of interest) in addition to the overall scene dynamics. This effect is highlighted in the relatively reduced performance of our approach on the UrbanCity environment, where there are many distractor elements such as reflections that increase the surprise encountered and hence moved the focus away from the target.

4.2. Real-world Active Generic Action Localization

In addition to evaluating on the active tracking benchmark, we also evaluate the ability of our framework to perceive a given scene, identify a salient action and track the action in real-world scenarios. The key idea behind these experiments is to evaluate if the framework can generalize beyond simple, single-person, or single activity environments currently evaluated for active object tracking.

Evaluation Environment. To test the framework beyond simulation, we construct a physical setup with an active camera for evaluating generic action localization. In place of a simulated, embodied agent, we formulate our framework to control an active camera setup embodied by an Arduino Braccio robotic arm [1] that is connected to an Intel RealSense Camera [23]. The robot arm has three degrees of freedom and is mounted on a static surface, and does not have the capability to move. The framework is primarily evaluated with web-mined clips to demonstrate the effectiveness of generic action localization where the primary action can be from both human and non-human actors. A scene is projected onto a screen of dimension 221.4cm × 124.5cm, and the camera is positioned such that it can observe only 30% percent of the screen at any given time. A visualization of the evaluation setup, the scene projected, and the scene as observed by the active camera is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the camera has to be manipulated effectively to keep track of the action of interest within its field of view. This setup allows us to quantitatively evaluate the ability of our framework to locate and track the most dominant action in a scene under varying conditions of occlusion, motion, and actions. We also qualitatively evaluate with human and non-human actors that perform generic actions in real-world scenarios.

Data. To evaluate our framework, we use a collection of 50 web-mined videos of extreme long-shot sequences in popular movies. Extreme long shot sequences are typically used to establish a location or a scene and are usually in an outdoor location. The major element in the scene would be the background, with some actions occurring in the foreground. Some example scenes that we use in our experiments are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the environments are busy with multiple actions and sparsely populated actors. To annotate actions for evaluation, we ask two users to independently identify up to $k = 3$ most dominant actions in the scene by placing a point at the center of the action. In total, there are 127 distinct actions in our dataset with an average length of 17 seconds.

Metrics. It can be hard to quantitatively evaluate generic action localization since there can exist multiple actions in the scene, and the model can pick any one action to actively track and localize. To account for this, we leverage quantitative evaluation metrics from the egocentric gaze prediction task [29, 21, 35], which is focused on evaluating how well

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>AAE ↓</th>
<th>AUC ↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action Oracle</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>94.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Prediction</td>
<td>18.17</td>
<td>77.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active TLD Tracker</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>79.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active MIL Tracker</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>77.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active MOSSE Tracker</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>81.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>91.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Active Action Localization Results. We report the Average Angular Error (AAE) and average Area Under the Curve (AUC). We outperform all unsupervised approaches by considerable margins while the action oracle provides an upper bound.
a computational model can predict the gaze pattern of a human. Given that the human gaze is focused on the dominant (or salient) action in a scene, the tasks can be considered to be similar. In this work, we consider the center of the field of view of the active camera as the predicted “gaze position” and the actor’s position as the ground truth location. If multiple actions are present, we take the closest action as ground truth. We use two metrics - Average Angular Error (AAE) and Area Under the Curve (AUC) [40] as our primary evaluation metrics. The average angular error metric measures the angular distance between the location of the action and the “gaze position”. The other metric, Area Under the Curve (AUC), uses the heatmap of predicted gaze positions as confidence measures to construct an ROC curve. The area under this heat map-based ROC curve is used as the metric to evaluate the saliency. We use the AUC-Judd [40] version for evaluation. The prediction error ($L_{global}$) is used as a saliency map for evaluation.

**Baselines.** We formulate and evaluate a variety of baselines to compare our framework on this difficult benchmark. First, we devise two benchmarks - Random Prediction and Action Oracle, as our lower and upper bound numbers for our setup. The random prediction model, as the name suggests, takes a random location around the center of the screen and controls the PID controller to center the camera around that location. The action oracle model has access to the ground truth movements of the action and hence positions itself to the correct location. Since the ground truth movement is known, it is constrained only by the hardware to move to the correct location and forms the upper bound. In addition to these baselines, we extend the traditional trackers (described in Section 4.1) to this task. We initialize all trackers with region proposals from an Edge-Box detector [54] to remove any actor-specific constraints.

**Quantitative Analysis.** We evaluate our framework and the baselines on the real-world robot and summarize results in Table 2. It can be seen that the Action Oracle model has the best performance with an AAE of 3.39 and AUC of 94.38%. Note that the performance is not perfect, i.e., 0 and 100%, because of hardware constraints. The Brac-
single *dominant* action in the scene (in this case, the shark swimming through the aquarium) while ignoring other objects in the scene. Similarly, we also evaluate the scenario when the environment rapidly changes, such as when the lighting changes rapidly (as illustrated in the third row). It can be seen from the second column that the attention veers rapidly for a while before it identifies the actor (a non-human one at that) and maintains focus to track and localize it. We also observe two common *failure* cases in our framework. The first, illustrated in the fourth row of Figure 4, is that the reactive controller can often overshoot the movement of the active camera and hence lose track of the object of interest since the predictive learning framework can adapt to the new scene and choose a different action to focus on and track. The other common case is the multiple dominant action scenario (shown in the last row of Figure 4), where there can exist multiple dominant actions of interest in the scene. Our approach switches attention, focusing on both alternatively based on the actor’s predictability.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we presented an active vision framework that leverages recent advances in predictive learning for active action localization. Using an energy-based formulation, the framework presents promising first steps towards generic action localization in dynamic environments beyond videos. Extensive experiments on simulated and real-world benchmarks show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. We are among the first to demonstrate the effectiveness of active vision for action localization on scenes with complex challenges such as occlusion, noise, camera motion and generic actors, to name a few. We aim to extend our real-world setup into a standard benchmark for fostering research in active vision for event understanding tasks in dynamic environments.
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